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SENATOR CASE: ,Before you get your tape reeorders
out, this represents purely a recognition of the time
honored eustom of Senate seniority. It does away with
the question of who is the boss, who is the best or any
thing else.
I am the oldest, Jack is next and Chuck is next.
That is the whole basis on which we happen to be the
ones who happened to be the 0"e8 who came out here to talk
to you.
.

The Wednesday group had a very good session with
the' President. We had scheduled it sometime befo~ the
recent discussion in the Middle East, so the purpose was
not that in particular. .,.
Naturally, the President brought it up and
explained in brief terms, as he will explain further, and
the Secretary in still further detail just what has been
agreed to and its implications.
Our chief purpose in asking the President to
see us was to give him a chance to hear" our views and
give us a chance to hear his general views about the
conduct of the coming campaign.
This was done with great frankness and a fine
spirit on both sides, on all sides, and that is all I
think I have to say at the moment. This is going to be
an ongoing, a continuing working relationship that all '
of us are having as a group, as well as individually, with
the President.
MORE
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Q
Did you ask him tc do anything in particular?
What do you mean, "the coming campaign"?
SENATOR CASE: The President's campaign for
re-:-election, and w~ ,expX'essed not only a great interest
in it, a feeling that we as a group, as well as
individually, had something to contribute, a concern that
our general viewpoint be adequately considered in the
development of policy and in the conduct of the campaign.
There was every evidence on the Presidentts
part that he was thoroughly aware of the desirability of
this, and he wanted to do it.

Q
Senator, did he tell you why he wasntt
going to New Hampshire?
SENATOR CASE: No, I don't think that came up.
As a matter of fact, nobody from our group represents New
Hampshire right now. Norris Cotton is coming down to
do it, and I am sure is going to do a good job.

Q

What was your viewpoint?

SENATOR CASE: My viewpoint is that I support
the President. I think that there is no dissent from
this generally. The matter'hardly had to come up. The
implication of our presence was this.

Q
Did you ask him to keep the Vice President
on his ticket, Senator?
SENATOR CASE: We said·--at least I said, and
there was no disagreement with this that I know of--1
said I was content to leave this in his hands, that we
thought he had been handling it well and would continue
to.

Q
Did you get off on other subjects,
including the Middle East agreement?
SERATOR CASE: There was discussion of it
largely in terms of explanation by the President.

Q

Did you get a money figure for aid?

SENATOR CASE: The only thing mentioned in that
regard was that the amount was going to be substantial,
but this already we knew.

Q
Senator, I am a little confused as to why
you are here, why the Club came. Y,ou say you want an
input into his campaign on policy. Would you call that a
more liberal trend, you hope the President will take a
more liberal stand on things? Can you be more specific?
MORE
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SENATOR CASE: We represent a substantial
group of Members of the Senate. If we llave to say it
ourselves, we all represent a group that bas been
Successful POlitically, as well as reprezenting in
~eneral -- not complete agreement on all matters, but
~n general -- a point of view which we think ought to
be fully represented.
We think it was appropriate that we state this
to the President, as well as indicating not only that we
wanted this, but we thought it was desirable, but also we
wanted to let him know we were behind him.

Q
Did any of you express concern about the
things Mr. Callaway has been saying about Vice President
Rockefeller?
SENATOR CASE: There were several expressions
about the start-off of this operation by Mr. Callaway,
a general feeling that this was perhaps the exhuberance of
a new man that has since been corrected, and certainly a
feeling on the part of everyone I know who spoke that it
was quite desirable that it should be corrected.

Q

Senator Javits, I am wondering if you
recall in 1968 there was a report that Mr. Callaway, who
was then in charge of the Southern area for Mr. Nixon,
said we hope that Governor Wallace will be on our side
and Governor Rockefeller, according to this report, asked
1'11". Nixon to repudiate this, saying, "We do not want
racists." Do you recall that?
SENATOR JAVITS: I don't recall it specifically,
but the fact is Bo Callaway's remark was not particularly
friendly to Mr. Rockefeller."

Q

This was 1968.

SENATOR JAVITS: I know, but we are talking about
1975-1976. There were expressions of opinion, including
my own, that this team, in my opinion and that of some
others, had the best chance of winning and was a sound
and effective team being presented to the American people
together.
It was not the principal point of this visit.
The principal point of this visit -- and there were 12
Senators present out of l~ who generally assemble for
lunch on Wednesday at one Member's office or another
who represent 162 electoral votes out of the 270 it takes
to win -- was essentially to advise with the President on
that question:
What is the most effective and efficient
use of his time and the best policy for the Republican
Party in terms of his own future and the future of the
party.
MORE
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Is it to tailor one's campaign to States viith
small electoral votes which have pronoun~ed conservatives
or is it to take a moderate and middle-of-the-road
psoition, which we believe is"the most attractive, and
the most congenial to the States with the great positions
in the electoral college?
To be very specific, we believe the President
will be congenial to receiving the point of view of
this group of Senators and putting it into the hopper
with the point of view of more conservative elements of
the party, whose point of view is entitled to fu+l and
equal recognition.
We felt our point of view, with this heavy
electoral vote and huge population, was not being
adequately reflected in the total sWi'llnation of views
before the President.
So, we have worked out with the President a
means by which our point of view can be presented arid
evaluated. That is all it is about.

MORE
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Q

Do you meet with them regularly?

SENATOR JAVITS: It is not neeeasary to meet with
them regularly. We can always meet with them in many, many
ways but the impo~~ant thing is to have a way in which our
position and point of view, or at least the conseRSUs of it,
can be reflected and that is a very easy thing to ~ish
and I think we have worked it out satiafactorilyQ

How did you accomplish it?

accomplished it by establishing a
channel of communication which would refleet to many in the
most effeC"tive way out' view. One or flore of us on a given
number of subjects will communicate that view to the President
or the President's trusted aides.
SENATOR JAVITS:

We

Senator Percy, aren' t you here really because
you fear that the President was becoming a captive of the
conservatives of the Republican Party?
Q

SENATOR PE~CY: I think we had some concern that our
input
I don;t think he is a captive of any group -- but
our input was not articulated and we wanted to make it
perfectly clear that we wanted.him to have our input, we wanted
to hear directly from him that he wanted it and he gave us that
assurance. I think each of us spoke not only of our own
State, certainly in Illinois with Dick Ogilvie the Chairman,
and I am Honorary Chairman, as is Les Arends and Marguerita
Stit Church.

I am calling a meeting September 21 of all of the leader
ship across the State ~o organize that campaign in his behalf
and I think every one of us want to help in every way we can.
Our main point was that we are able -- everyone in
that room -- to hold about 99 percent of our Republican votes,
small as it might be in some of our States. But we also win
by attracting discerning Democrats and Independents and the
positions we take we think are important. He promised and
pledged that we could have input on issues, that we could
have input on organi~ation and how the campaigns are conducted
in our respective States.
I have already met for hours with Bo Callaway, I
have no complaints whatsoever.
'. . ...

I would like to say that I did review with the President,
however, when we think of this Wednesday Group, we are not a
'homogenous group, we disagree on a lot of things, but out of
that group came the genioue of budgetary control, out of that
group came support for a strong defense budget and NATO, out of
that group we were able to hold to the budget line and not let
the defe.n:l?e -~e.nt bi.llge.t.-beyond-our- budget line.
MORE
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I think many of us, even on. the Child
Nutrition Conference"'~t1f:rl ~e)q; :if;--we vot.e on it this
week, we' will' .yote to sen<t 'it! back to conference rathe~ than
bust the budget.
: of / :

.>~: ,~'f

.. c;'

We believe '1~fiscal responsibility. w~ like
social programs but I believe we have been in the forefront
of a tough and mandatory energy program and regulatory
reform. I think he knows, this. We put'a crime package in
in 1972 that was a tough package.
.,~
, Even.thoughweare progressives and moderates and
we like ,to 'win big in our States ,"we 'hOpe we are "a
responsible group.' 1 thirikthe Prest1dent knows irit~ately
everyone of us. We just want to 'sayl'to hl.m 'we are .for
him and we intend to work closely with him.
'Q
Can you tell' 'us ,; one, who was in the meeting
from the staff, and, two, can you clarify' 'something Senator
Case said, did the President describe Bo Call~way a~.a man of
exuberance that has been brought under controf~, so.'to speak?

SENATOR CASE: Those were' my words"but 'I thihk
.
they are'a fair paraphrase of the consensus.that. the President
will always speak' fOI'.himseihf,ashe always has, with
respect to Vice President Rockefeller.
.
Q,

You were .paraphrasing the'President?

SENATOR CASE: No, I was not paraphrasing anybody,
I,. was j \)'stdescribing the mood. .
>
SENATOR PERCY: Dick Cheney, Pat·O 'Donnell' 'was' in
there, and, obviously, Congressional Relations, Bill was in
there.

Q

Was

Call~way

SENATORe,CASE:

there?

No.

SENATOR P,tRCY: ". Ron Nessen: was in for' a' while.
Q
Senator Javits, what was the President's
response when you said this team:--meaning Ford-Rockefeller
had the best chance of winning?
SENATOR JAVITS: ,1 can't quote the President.
He will have to quote himst;lf. He has been quite outspoken
on that subject, I am sure he will be again. I do not wish'
to quote the President.•
MORE
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Q

Would you like to paraphrase him?

SENATOR JAVITS:
leave it a-t·this.

No, I can't.

I 'think- W8.- better

Senator, you have been erit.icirlnl some .of the
Presiden-tts speeches around the. country in a conserva~ive
tone.
Q

SENATOR JAVITS: I ·haven' t particularly agreed with the
President in some matters but ,that has not in any way interfered
with my feeling that he is the best man for the Presidency
of the United Sta-tes, considering what the Democrats may offer
as well. That was the general feeling that we expressed to the
President and that was an essential aspect of this meeting.

Q Senator Javits, Vice President Rockefeller went
South last week and he made some rather startling speeches
of his own.. Did you share those views he expressed down
there?
SENATOR JAVITS: I can't be generic about it~ There
may have been inflect::i.onll mdemphasis which I definite1y would not
share but that is just as true of my relations with President
Ford and his relations with me, he doesn't approve of everything
I do, far from it, and I don't approve of everything he does.
But in total I believe this is the very best team that can
be offered to our country.

Q
Following up Carroll's question, it seems to a
lot of us that you are concerned a~ut the tone of the President's
speeches recently. You keep shying away from this, but the
President goes out on the road and he really does emphasize
the conservative side of himself.
SENATOR CASE: I would like to say a word on that
point. The point is, yes, we think he has not been doing
his own compassionate nature justice. He is very sound in
many matters, very sound about the importance of controlling
and keeping inflation under control, that this is a matter
involving the best interest of everybody, rich, poor and all
groups in the American society. And the essential thing to
do -- and we think he is right to emphasize it, but we think
he has not always given himself a fair chance to let his
general compassionate nature through and in part this is a
matter of emphasis. To a great degree this is what
campaigning is all about.
SENATOR PERCY: I think it is fair to say the issue
of inflation came up from our group. A member of our group
said -- and I think we all confirmed it -- in their judgment
inflation is still a problem. And every working person today
and those not working are concerned about inflation and we have
got to do something about it.
MORE
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In fa"irness'.'to :the meeting, we started on the Mideast
and ; think I speak for,myself, and the others can speak for
themselves, but I :thinl(' a'brilliant job has been done by the
President and the Secretary. I think we should 'be fully ,
su,pp<?rtive, weare.going to work very hard, some of us 'in
the Con~ress, 'to get an overwhelming vote of support., I dontt
like to 'see Ame'ridans~.'~ more than any, .One else but I.;,anl
willing to take this riSK. We have asked Israel and we have
a,~~ed Egypt t~ take risks, and they are' both taking huge ,',
risks in thismat'ter.I think we can take a measured risk
becauf:le the alternative is, war',' embar-goes and -the costs
of tha't would be almost incalculable'), I think we can take
this measured risk and I intend to ful,ly support it and commend
the_~resident on' "hat he has acc.omplished.
'
Senator Case, I wondered if you could te 11 me,
you said you thought he had not been doing'his compassionate
nature justice. DO you feel MrS. Ford' has beendQ1ng his
compassionate nature justice?'cAnd what do youth'ink,;J:he, e!fect
of that will be?
,

,

Q

SENATOR CASE: You ",ill forgive, me i t ,I let some
other department handle the matters of the,dom~pticrelationships
here. I do--.~ant to follow uti, if I may-.- I. will answer any,
questions ,of 'cou~se'; 'you want, -- on the ·Middle .East matte);\,
Senator'Percy'properly brought it in"it;was the,subj~ct
of our discussion. The 'President opened the m~e1;ing,as,I
said, by explaining it.
In my' own view, I, think, it can be said a~ this
point, I aft'l not happy about the necessity of putting
,, "
Americans irr-these~· warning areas" nor about, the, great' cost that
is going 'to be involved, but we do think that a 'very s~bstan~ial
job has been done at considerable cost and with cohsiderable:,
risk and that we have a hope of going ahead. I share that view
and I think that was the general consensus, of tl'IOS~ at the
meeting, though each one will speak ,for himself. "

MORE
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Q

Can we hear Senator Jetvi'!:s on this?

SENATOR JAVITS: On the Middle East situation,
I believe this is the better alternative which has been
chosen, and I shall support the President and Secretary
Kissinger in respect of it. I believe of the two risks
which are being run, obviously the greater one -- because
it is survival which is involved -- is that of Israel.
Be that as it may, the fact is that this was the
alternative to an uncertain situation which could easily
have led to war, perha.ps not this year, but pretty clearly
a grave danger next year.
Therefore, the choosing between these alternatives,
notwithstanding the 'cost and the risk of stationing
American civilians there in a'small number, but nonetheless
Americans, and again though they will be in the &rea of
the United Nations forces, a further guarantee against
particular jeopardy.
This was the right way to go. With ,this 
situation someWhat ameliorated and peace for the time
being on this Western front, respecting Israel, there is
a real opportunity now to turn to Syria, Jordan" the PLO
and to try to find a way out of those~ilemmas. Without it,
the path to war would have been very clearly indicated.
When you consider the cost of an embargo of oil
again, which could have plunged the whole world into a
deadly depression and the risks of ' conflagration in
that area of the world, the price we have to pay is reason
ably adjusted to the avoidance of the risks we-would other
wise run.

a

I shall support the President and the Secretary
of State, who I think irrthis case has done a brilliant
job in respect of this agreement. "

Q
Have you heard of any unpublished side
agreements we don't know about yet,?
-

SENATOR JAVITS: I think I, can assure the
people of our country that every side agreement and
every secret agreement and every understanding will be
thoroughly dug into by the Foreign Relations Committee, of
which Senator Case is the senior ranking Member, and I
stand immediately next to him in rank.
We will do our utmost to see that the public
knows all because it is my conviction that the more the
public knows, the greater will be the in-depth support for
what the United States is here trying to effectuate in the
most dangerous area in the world.

MORE
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Q
For openers, would you recommend that
Secretary,Kissinger te&tify,in open hearing tomorrow?

SENATOR JAVITS: )lo, it is not necessary for
him to do that. I know iYOU geptlemen need to have 'news
every day, but there is lots of it ,around. I think the
testilnony" here has to be handled with the great, sense of
, respcmsibi'llty, and we should, first ask the Sec,retary
"what there is he has to testify to that"he-;'feels' should
not be public and then we should evaluate it with the
defin~te bias of making it public.
But, the great virtue, of. our ,commi"ttee is a
heavy 'sense of responsibility for the best interest'~fiof
our country and peace in the world.

Q
Arenft'you"being contradictory? You just
. talked. ?-bout being ,;very open on everything domesti'b", 't'lie
.!". Ajneric~n people shol,11d know everything. You come along
no~ and say ~e wil~ decide.
-,
,

It ~
"

j

SENATOR JAVITS: The American people have as
much prudence as they, expeqt ,us to have"t"a119,~~hey know
this i~ a~ver'y reasonable approach tba' :-~l;t\.fa;t;~Onwhich '
could involve yery great jeopardy to-:''bur Cotin-t.fy"and .
~he ,peace "in' .the M:i:adle Aast, and that we, ,should first
see th~ dimenl!1'ions of the ,situation, with,' as I' say, a
strong'bias'in,fc;ivor of making ev.rything publie 'before
we
that decision.

made'

Q
As to secret ,agree~ents themselllies, would
you accept secr~t '~greemenila which:' only you mew' abo'ut
in Executive 'Session?
'
SENA'TOR CASE:
I don't think -- this is, my
own personal view -- that the American people are committed
by anything that is pot;: known' to' 'them.. The~fore, there
'is no" such thing as "at. se~ret agreement by 'tIle American
people' or by this co'untry and 'for my money, ,I will press
to have all commitments by the United States made a
matter of public record.
':1

.i

SENATOR JAVITS: I woul~"l"ike to join in that
completely. I thoroughly'a:gree wl.thSenator'Case's
definition and will act ac;cordingiY,. '

Q

Did you'dUicuss this ,possible energy
compromise 'that is, looming?'"
SENATOR CASE: This was explained by Frank
Zarb and other people on the part of the Administration,
and the efforts made by Senator Mensfield shared in by
the Speaker recently were all gone into and the hope
expressed that a compromise could be worked out;
'MORE
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'Q

And what do the three of you think?

SENATOR CASE:
will support it.

If this can be done, I certainly

Q

Was any new formula proposed or discussed
or offered either by the President or by'any of you
other than the 39-month plan which already has been rejected
by the House?
SENATOR CASE: This had been rejected by the
House. I don't think ,that the President's basic view
or'that anything very basically new lias suggested. I
think the new aspect of it "as the visit by the majority
leader and by the Speaker and their assurance that they
would do their best.
I think they are having a meeting tomorrow on
it, as a matter of fact, in the Senate Democratic caucus
to'make it possible to bring about substantial agreement
on this formula.
Q
Senator Javits, did you have any discussion
about the New York City situation with the President?
SENATOR JAVI'l'S: The President saw Governor
Carey ,yesterday. I did have a word with the President
about it, and I believe later this week we will have a
rather clear definition of the Administration's position
respecting New York City. It is my belief that the
consequences of a New York City default would be
horrendous for the financial markets of the country, for
other cities and for other States; indeed, any Govern
mental subdivision that seeks to raise money by borrowing
in the public markets.
I do not believe the United States is insensitive
to that position, but I be,lieve the general' feeling has
been that if there is a g~arantee of a general t~ke-out
of New York's troubles that that may interfere w~th New
York's major effort~ and ~ew York State's major efforts
to help in respect to their own situation.
I do not considkr it a permanent position by
our Government. I.consider it as one which is open to the
fac~ that New York City and New York State will hav~
done everything they can to help themselves. That 1S my
interpretation of the situation here.

Q
To follow up briefly, do you exte~~ a clear
definition to represent the change in the previously
stated position of the White House?
MORE
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SENATOR JAVITS: I cannot say that. but I can
say I do not feel here a lack of sympathy with New York
or that New York has to be punished. This bntolves much
too much for any such narrow point of view t and I do not
believe the President entertains it.
Q

Hay I ask, Senator Case, when you told the

Presideft~ bis compassionate nature was not coming through,
did he agree with that premise? (Laughter~·

SENATOR CASE: The great thing about Mr. Ford
is that he accepts with complete frankness and complete
lack of any kind of unhappy feeling the most sincere and
earnest exp~ssions of criticism, especially when they
are of a constructive nature and pa~icularly from
people he regards as friends.
He accepted this not only in good spirit, but
I think he agreed it was a good idea.

Q

Are you saying the President should not
give quite so much emphasis to vetoing spending bills,
he should put at least equal emphasis on his concern for
the poor, that sort of thing.
SENATOR CASE: I will try to put it exactly as
he feels about it. I don't think anybody should expect
the President to ehange his views or to change his basic
approach. I think it is necessary for him to do what hasn't
always been necessary perhaps for him to do in his role
as candidate for the House of Representatives, to make it
clear this approach is in his judgment designed to bring
about the best result for all the people, including
those out of work, including t~ose worried about losing
jobs, even though they may still have them and including
those on fixed incomes, attempting· to meet constantly
rising costs of living.
.
This is just in the domestic field, and it
was a matter, therefore, of his making it clear that he
had those goals as. the highest goals and the whole matter
of, you don't balance a budget for the sake of doing an
exercise in sound economics, you do it for the purpose of
creating a situation in which this country's economy can
best prosper in everybody's interest. It is a matter
largely of emphasis and explanation.
Q
Did you discuss with the President the
travel he has been undertaking in recent months and his
plans for such a heavy schedule and the campaign
expenditure difficulties?
MORE
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SENATOR CASE: This came up only obliquely,
I think; that is, the last point. Ted Stevens expressed
a little unhappiness about a meeting in Seattle which he
thought wasn't b~oadly based enough to include elected
~epresentatives and Republican office holde~s in his
State, as well as in other States.
It was pointed out this was largely a trip
by the President for extrapQlitical purposes, White House
conference meetings, and the reason it was being paid for
by the Republican CODllittee vas there were one or two
aspects of it or items on the agenda which did have a
political purpose.
This was the only reference I heard to a
discussion of the President's travels.
Q
Senator, are you convinced that Hr. Callaway
will no longer suggest the dropping of Vice President
Rockefeller and, if he again suggests that this might
benefit the ticket, are you prepared to ask fo~ Callaway's
resignation?
SENATOR CASE: I don't think I need to get into
any such hypothetical decision as that because I am
convinced that the matter has been put at rest by the
President.
SENATOR PERCY: I have talked to him about it,
and I am convinced he won't.

Q
Senator, one of the biggest general
criticisms of the President by moderates and liberals
in Congress has been his failur~in their judgment, to
deal adequately with the high rate of unemployment. Do
you have any views on this, and what, if anything, did
you tellthe President about it?
SENATOR CASE: Senator Javits would like to
start off a discussion on that, and I think he should. He
has been in the middle of it in his work in the Senate.
SENATOR JAVITS: I am the ranking Member of the
Labor Committee, and have handled the bills on the floor
that related to the extension of unemployment compensation.
The President's record on that is good. The President
has lent himself strongly to the continuance of unemployment
compensation for those unemployed through no fault of
their own up to 65 weeks.
He has been responsible for recommending a good
summer job program, for the youthful unemployed, and con
Sidering his views on the budge~, et cetera, he has been
l"easonably good within hi s· ·o'Wn pui.n.cipJ..es on the issue of
public service jobs.
MORE
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Those have been the criteria for the unemployed.
We
feel -- that
terms of the
ductivity of
enterprising

undoubtedly would feel -- at least I would
a good deal of initiative is desirable in
production in American business, the pro
American business, worker morale and more
measures ,directed along that line.

Those are matters which we would suggest to the
President. On this issue of dealing with the unemployed
in a forthright way, notwithstanding a hugh price tag of
over $18.billion a year, I ,consider the President's
record to be very good.

MORE
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Q
Can we get back to the Middle East thing for just
a moment? Do you gentlemen feel the Congress will approve
the portions of this agreement that have to be approved by
Congress?
SENATOR JAVITS: It is my view that after considering
all the facts and the alternatives presented to us that a
majority of the Congress in both Houses will approve of
this as being the only road to take under these circumstances.
SENATOR CASE: I think it is terribly important
to put it in just those terms. This isn't a matter to get
euphoric about. This is a matter to accept very soberly
because it is perhaps the most important decision we will
have to make in quite a long while. I am convinced that,
when it is presented in that fashion, not as a great
triumph for an individual or even for our Nation, but as a
sober acceptance of responsibility which this great land
of ours has, that it will be approved.

Q
Senator Javits, you mentioned among the other
parties with whom negotiations must be carried on, Syria,
Jordan and the PLO. Do you now advocate sitting down with
the PLO?
SENATOR JAVITS: I do not. I am simply accepting
the realities that one of the tenets carried by Syria,
certainly by Syria and by other Arab countries, is what they
call satisfying "the legi~imate aspirations of the PLO."
I agree with the policy of the United States not to be
negotiating with them and Israel's policy not to be'nego
tiating with them under existing conditions but I simply. have
to recognize that, as a fact of life, it exists as a cla1m
and a demand which will somehow or other have to be dealt
with.
MR. NESSEN: I wanted to finish up the thought I
was expressing when the Senators arrived and that concerns
the travel. I only wanted to add one thing to what I said
before.

MORE
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As you Know, Congress appropriates $100,000, a year
to pay for the President's travel. You know it is subject
to annual review and,if Congress shared Dick's views" or
other people's views, that the President is traveling too
much, obviously the way to reflect that would be to reduce
the travel budget.

Q

Nobody has said that the

MR. NESSEN: No, I just wanted to tidy up that. I
know nobody suggested it, Helen, but somebody said don't
you think he ought to save the taxpayer's money and i~n't he
traveling too much. My only point is, if that is the
judgment" there is a way toreQuce . the travel, and that is by
Congress cutting off the money.
Senator Javits mentioned the possibility afthe
President defining his attitude toward New York City in the
next three or four days. Just so you understand what he
was talking about, he asked the President this morning if the
President would send a telegram to a citizens group in New York
that is interested in this problem and'spell out precisely what
his views are without committing hi'tnself to anything.,
'
The President reserved judgment on that. If he did send the
telegram, it would reflect the views that I told you last
night are the President's with regard to any. Federal role
in the New York .City problems. '
All I am saying 'is ,that Senator Javits didn't mean
to suggest ther~ was any new position coming but only
requesting a telegram 'spelling out the existing position.

Q
Before you go away, Ron, did the President
in some fashion tell Callaway to. cool it?
MR.

NESSEN:

THE PRESS:

Not that I am aware of, Jim.
Thank you.
END

(AT 12:44 P.M .. EDT)

